Just Test -it!
™

Fitness Assessment

Orbiter’s Assessment Timing system is just what your PLOLWDU\, police or
government XQLWneeds to make your test successful. All without the need for
mats or cables. Third party validated greater time accuracy. The Orbiter
registers each lap and split time as the tag passes an Orbiter detector in the
mLFURZDYHRU8+)UDGLREDQG The microwave system can span an entire
track.

The mobile detectors only take 3 minutes to set up and can be rolled
immediately after a Start to the Finish line. Systems maybe permanently
installed outdoors or indoors. Assessment managers like the immediate set up
feature and it is important for venues that allow a limited time to set up

3 minute set up
Wave Dynamic Starts

Software allowing quick back to back tests. Configure your course anyway
you can imagine such as out and back, loop track, segment times on obstacle
courses. Start your test with by Gun (Mass Start) or by Chip
(Individually). 7LPLQJUHVXOWVPD\EHYLHZHGin direct sunlight RQD7RXJK
TDEOHWLQUHDOWLPH wirelessly

The mobile system is delivered as a complete system out-of-the-box, the
software installs easily and tag registration is a breeze by roster number or
name. Simply place the orange detector at the Start/Finish line, power up and
you are ready to go. No power cords are needed, as each Spire detector has 8
hours of battery-power. Sling detector 4 hours. Permanent systems with 120 v
power. Super rugged as the US Capitol police says they drop the Orbiters all
often and can't believe they still operate after 4 years.

Transition times
8 hours battery life
100% wireless
All in one construction
Extreme weather use
Approved for air trans

For more information
888-816-4366 or 253-627-5588 or Oilprice.com
Orbiter, Inc. 13500 Pacific Avenue South, Tacoma WA 98444

U.S. Patent No. 8085136

Specifications:

Reduce Testing Time
Less Labor
Easy Transport
Easy to Use
Tester results safe with
· Reprocessing
· FIFO saved data
· Non-volatile memory

Weather-proof, cold-temperature design:
-20 degrees F on battery, - 30 degrees on AC if started
above -20 degrees F.
Detect range: 26 ft
Color: Orange – grafﬁti and UV tolerant.
Weight: 34 lbs.
Size: (excluding base) 52”X12”X6”
Portable: Polyurethane ball-bearing wheels.
Tag-detect response: LED strobe and variable volume
alert
Power: AC or Battery power. Battery lasts up to 8
hours. Built-in battery charger with battery power
indicator lights.

1. Safe AGM batteries, approved for airline travel, not Lithium Ion that
cause Fires.
2. 24 Volt DC not 12 Volt for greater power.
3. Approved software and
wireless for use on Military Bases.
4. Software designed for military
database record keeping.
5. Ability to clone a fitness test and
Start with 4 key strokes.
6. Ability to recover a fitness test
using reprocessing.
7. Original data kept inside the RFID reader for recovery of fitness test.
8. Immediate time stamp and posting to tag id inside the RFID reader.
Without the use of an external Pelican control box.
9. Autonomous operation of the RFID reader that allows running a Fitness
Test without the computer having a live connection.
10.Ability to track total time, split times, and laps.
11.Minimum Lap time, Minimum Segment Times control.
12.Ability to connect more than one detector without cabling.
13.No Pelican Time Detector Control Box required for ease of set up.
14.Built in Battery power charger with power control level indicator.
15.No recharging of tags necessary with minimum five year life.
16.On a permanent system installation, no trenching into the track surface
to lay antenna cable.
17. 1/100th second RFID time accuracy.
18.All Weather Extreme Temperature design.
19.In real time display, able to show lap counts and time.
20.Tag detect LED and Sound to show its real time where the tag detect on
the track is gained for all to see and or hear. Verifying system is
working accurately.
21.The Watch Dog software inside the detectors send Heart Beat messages
to the scoring computer signifying all is working.
22.System operates in logging mode (without a live connection to a tablet /
laptop) or in real time mode with a connection.
23.A copy of the test is automatically retained.
24.Built in wheels for ease of deployment.
47” Tall
25.Total weight no more than 30 lbs. Includes, all components.
18" X 10"
26.Optional; Photo capture for 1/10,000 second accuracy.
27.Optional LED time clock which may operate with any system as is
used in Olympic events. No Standard proprietary LED clock.

Fool proof operation: Just get a beep when
participants pass the detector. This results in 100%
Fitness Assessment Test success.
Weight

For more information
866.938.3587
Orbiter.com
888-816-4366 or 253-627-5588
Orbiter, Inc. 13500 Pacific Avenue South, Tacoma WA 98444

U.S. Patent No. 8085136

28 lbs.
Range 26ft

